Practical information
1) Access to KEK and URBAN Hotel
At Narita Airport, when in the arrival lobby go to the right and look for "Keisei
Limousine" stand, ask for a ticket to "Tsukuba center" (2450 yen, 100 minutes) bus
terminal 8.
At "Tsukuba center" take a taxi to "Ko Enerugi Kenkyu Kiko" (KEK) or to the URBAN
Hotel. http://www.urbanhotel.co.jp/uhotel.html . Walk to the Okura Frontier Hotel.
2) KEK restaurant
This is a self-service restaurant. Light meals and noodles are served.
Location: Between the International Center and the Shokuin-Kaikan bldg. 1F (Ext. 2986)
Monday - Friday Breakfast: 8:10 - 9:30, Lunch: 11:30 - 13:30, Supper:17:00 - 19:00
Open for breakfast (8:10-9:30) and lunch (11:30-13:30) on alternating Saturdays when
cafetaria is closed.
3) KEK cafeteria
Full-service restaurant. Alcoholic beverages are also served.
Location: Shokuin - Kaikan bldg. 1F (Ext. 2987)
Hours: Monday - Friday
Breakfast: 8:00-9:30 (Last order: 9:15)
Lunch: 11:30-13:30 (Last order: 13:15)
Supper: 17:00-20:30 (Last order: 20:00)
Open for breakfast (8:00-9:30/Last order: 9:15) and lunch (11:30-13:30/Last order:
13:15) on alternating Saturdays when restaurant is closed.

4) FJPPL offices and telephone
* location: Building No.4 (called as "Yon-go-kan") room 404 and 405 (4th floor on
the right hand side when coming out of the elevator.
* Telephone:
o French Director, room 404: +81 (0)29-879-6056
o Room 405: +81 (0)29-879-6055
* Fax: +81 29 879 6057
* French director PHS: mobile available in KEK only
o From KEK 4935
o From elsewhere: +81 (0)29-864-5200 once connected after 2 words of the
Japanese message dial 4935
* French mobile in case of urgent call: Not operational …
o from France: 06 1 386 386 1
o from Japan: +33 61 386 386 1
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From Narita International Airport
The simplest yet most expensive way to come to KEK from Narita Airport is to take
TAXI:
a taxi. It would cost you approximately 18,000 yen. Please note that KEK is known
to locals as "Koh-eh-nel-ghi ken-cue-kikoh" in Tsukuba city and NOT as "KEK". It
will take approximately an hour and a half.
BUS:

You may take an airport bus called "Airport Liner - NATT'S" to Tsukuba Center Bus
terminal which is approximately 10 km south of KEK. The bus stop is located right
outside of Narita Airport terminal. Tickets from Narita Airport to Tsukuba-center bus
terminal are available at the Keisei Bus ticket counter located in the arrival lobby.
The fare is 2,540 yen for an adult, and 1,270 yen for a child. Bus stop number is #8
at Terminal-1, and #10 at Terminal-2, as of Jun 2006. Check the latest information
at the ticket counter before you go outside of the lobby. The bus is bound for
"Tsuchiura Station" .
For return to Narita, NATT'S ticket can be purchased not only at
Tsukuba Center Bus Terminal but also at KEK Grocery.)

From Tsukuba Center Bus Terminal to KEK
The bus stop "Tsukuba Center" (tu-ku-ba sen-tah") is located at the center of
BUS:
Tsukuba city. There are two routes of buses departing from Tsukuba Center to
KEK, they are for "Technopark Oho", and for "Shimotsuma Station"
(shi-mo-tsu-ma-eh-ki). Please note that the buses to Tsukuba-San do not stop at
KEK any more.
To get on the bus, you should take the door at the rear or at the middle of the bus,
not the one at the front. Take a paper token when you get on. The amount of
charge is displayed on the panel near the front with the token number. It is wise to
prepare the exact amount of charge before getting on the bus. The charge is 430
yen from Tsukuba Center to KEK, "Koh-eh-nel-ghi ken-cue-kikoh". Limited amount
of bank notes can be exchanged by the bus driver.
Please remember that hitchhiking a car in Japan is not a common practice. You
could take a taxi from Tsukuba Center bus terminal to KEK. It would cost you
approximately 3,000 yen.
Car Rental: It is true that rented car will be very handy if you should stay in KEK for much longer
than a week. However, renting a car at Narita airport is not recommended since
road signs are quite unclear (even for a Japanese) and only a few English road
signs in existence. Roads are narrow and poorly marked. If you really want a car to
go around, rent one in Tsukuba.
From Tokyo
There are several ways to come to KEK from Tokyo.
Take JR Yamanote line to Akihabara terminal and find out a sign "TX" for Tsukuba
TRAIN
Express, located deep underground at the east side of the Akihabara station. It
takes about 5 miniutes from JR to TX on foot.
From TX Akihabara station, buy a ticket to Tsukuba station. It will take 45 minutes

by Rapid, 52 minutes by Semi-Rapid, and 57 minutes by Local train. Take the exit
A4 to Tsukuba Center Bus Terminal, and see the section above.
BUS:

Highway Bus "Mt. Tsukuba Line" was discontinued on Sep.30

There is a highway bus service from Tokyo JR Train station to Tsukuba Center.
The bus stop is located at the south end of Yaesu-side exit from the train station (*
JR : Japan Railway). Tickets are available at the vending machine at the Tokyo
station, inside the building. It takes about 60 minutes to Tsukuba Center. From
there to KEK, see the section above.
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